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A comprehensive range of 4P Automatic Transfer Switch Assemblies 
(ATS) designed for permanent installations, rated from 60A to 400A.  
Assemblies change over automatically from Permanent Mains to Stand-by 
Generator or Alternative Mains should the Permanent Mains fail. Upon 
restoration of the Permanent supply, the system can automatically revert 
to Permanent Mains and halt the stand-by generator after a run down 
period (where applicable). Typical applications include process plants 
where an extended period without power has a high financial cost, to 
Life Safety Systems where critical parts of an installation require back-up  
power. In Life Safety applications the ATS should be installed as close as 
possible to the equipment requiring back-up protection.
When there is a loss of Permanent Mains, Automatic Transfer Switches 
do not provide a seamless supply. Changeover periods are defined in  
BS 7671 560.4.1 and if the stand-by supply is a suitable generator or an 
alternative mains supply, a “Normal Break” period (less than 5 seconds) 
should be achieved. It may be possible to achieve a “Short Break” (less 
than 0.5 seconds) dependent on the overall specification of the installation.
Changeover Equipment
Manufactured in accordance with BS EN 60947-6-1 Class PC with a  
minimum AC31 Utilisation Category, assemblies comprise of 2 no. 4P AC1 
contactors, mechanically / electrically interlocked to prevent simultaneous 
closure (both devices can be open at the same time), controlled by a 
DSE334 controller (full details available on request).
Standard Operation
As standard, ATS assemblies are configured to send a start signal to a 
stand-by generator upon failure of the mains supply. The system only 
changes source after a pre-set delay, which allows the generator sufficient 
time to run-up before taking the load. Upon restoration of the mains, the 
system only changes the source back to mains after a pre-set period has 
elapsed. There is also the option of leaving the stand-by generator to  
supply the installation for an extended period. Phase sequence protection 
is incorporated to ensure the generator supply has the correct phase  
rotation and manual over-ride control is incorporated within the panel. 
The controller can also operate with an alternative mains as the stand-by  
supply. The DSE334 controller is fully configurable on site and parameters 
can be changed to suit the requirements of different applications and  
generators. Full details on the DSE334 are available on request.

AUTOMATIC TRANSFER SWITCH ASSEMBLIES

S010162 200A ATS Assembly 

S010164 400A ATS Assembly

S010160 100A ATS Assembly



Part No. Rating Dimensions Weight

S010159 60A 600W x 600H x 155D 31 kgs

S010160 100A 600W x 600H x 155D 32 kgs

S010161 125A 600W x 600H x 155D 33 kgs

S010162 200A 724W x 640H x 230D 48 kgs

S010163 325A 884W x 990H x 300D 88 kgs

S010164 400A 884W x 990H x 300D 90 kgs

Schematic Diagram

ATS series 
Automatic Transfer Assemblies, 60A to 400A
General Arrangement Drawings, Schematic Diagram, Part Numbers, Weights and Dimensions

General Arrangement Drawings

ATS assemblies rated at 60A, 100A and 125A 

ATS assembly rated at 200A 

ATS assemblies rated at 325A and 400A

Weights and Dimensions

Part No. Type Ref. Rating Enclosure

S010159 ATS60/DSC 2 x 60A 4P Contactors Steel, IP30

S010160 ATS100/DSC 2 x 100A 4P Contactors Steel, IP30

S010161 ATS125/DSC 2 x 125A 4P Contactors Steel, IP30

S010162 ATS200/DSC 2 x 200A 4P Contactors Steel, IP30

S010163 ATS325/DSC 2 x 325A 4P Contactors Steel, IP30

S010164 ATS400/DSC 2 X 400A 4P Contactors Steel, IP30

Standard Enclosure Configuration
Robust sheet steel enclosures providing protection to IP30, with cable entry and exit through the underside, via  
removable gland plates.

Standard Assemblies


